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Abstract—Vehicular fog has attracted considerable attention
recently, as the densely deployed fog devices are in proximity to
vehicular end-users, and they are particularly suitable for the
latency-sensitive and location-aware vehicular services. In this
paper, we propose a secure querying scheme in vehicular fog data
dissemination, in which the roadside units (RSUs) act as fog storage
devices to cache data at network edge and disseminate data upon
querying. To disrupt the association between a specific data request
and its origin vehicle, the proposed scheme exploits an invertible
matrix to structure multiple data requests from different vehicles,
and aggregates the ciphertexts of data requests at the RSU side
with the homomorphic Paillier cryptosystem. Meanwhile, given the
invertible matrix and decryption result, the RSU can recover each
individual data request without identifying its origin vehicle. In
addition, the RSU can verify the correctness of the recovered data
requests with an identity-based batch verification scheme. Through
security analysis, we demonstrate that the proposed scheme can
achieve the security goals of unlinkability, confidentiality, and
verifiability. Performance evaluations are also conducted, in which
the obtained results show that the proposed scheme can be adaptive
to the fluctuating number of the data querying vehicles, and sig-
nificantly reduce the computation complexity and communication
overhead.

Index Terms—Vehicular network, data dissemination, unlinka-
bility, verifiability.

I. INTRODUCTION

W ITH the recent development of automotive industry and
intelligent transportation systems (ITS), vehicular fog

has been envisioned to provide location-aware and latency-
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sensitive services towards the vehicular end-users [1]. As an
important component of vehicular fog, roadside units (RSUs),
which are pervasively deployed in different areas, are perfect
candidates to act as distributive fog storage nodes. Specifically,
RSUs can act as fog storage devices to maintain and disseminate
a plethora of traffic-related information at the network edge,
which greatly reduces latency and saves transmission band-
width [2]–[4]. That is, by receiving the uploaded data requests,
the fog RSUs disseminate the queried data towards vehicles as
a response at the network edge. However, there are still some
challenges in aspects of security and privacy preservation in
vehicular fog data querying and dissemination.

Since the data requests uploaded by vehicles are tightly
associated with the personally identifiable information (PII) of
people on-board. If a data request can be uniquely linked to a
vehicle, some privacy-sensitive information could be disclosed
(such as hospitals or churches), and those information must
be strictly prohibited from unauthorized access. Even though
provably good privacy in VANETs can be achieved with
pseudonyms [5], [6], an adversary can still associate a data
request with a particular vehicle, and further infer the driver’s
trajectory and behavioral pattern through observation. However,
when there exist a group of vehicles sending data requests
together, it is highly possible that the data request uploaded by
one vehicle is indistinguishable from the rest of data requests,
i.e., by disrupting the association between one vehicle and its
data request.

If a group of data requests are processed separately, it could
bring heavy computation and communication costs towards the
RSU, especially when there are a large number of data query-
ing vehicles. Thus, the uploaded data requests should be pro-
cessed aggregately, and the proposed scheme should also be
adaptive to the fluctuating number of querying vehicles in the
spatio-temporal domain. To achieve privacy-preserving data ag-
gregation, a secure multi-dimensional data aggregation scheme
is proposed in [6], in which each dimension of data aggrega-
tion can still be recovered after decryption. Specifically, the
proposed scheme structures the multi-dimensional data report
with a super-increasing sequence, and encrypts the data with
the homomorphic Paillier cryptosystem, which achieves the ci-
phertexts aggregation and complexity reduction. To preserve
the location privacy of the participating vehicles, a privacy-
preserving route reporting aggregation scheme in VANET is
proposed in [7], which utilizes the homomorphic encryption
technique to count the number of vehicles in each route seg-
ment. However, the above schemes do not support the scenario
with high device density; meanwhile, they are only be able to
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calculate the data aggregation result, but cannot recover the
content of each individual data report.

In the proposed scheme, upon the recovery of each individual
data request, the correctness of the recovered requests should
also be verified with privacy preservation. A verifiable data shar-
ing scheme is proposed in [8], which exploits an identity-based
signature (IBS) technique to achieve the batch verification of
the involved entities. Meanwhile, an efficient verifiable data ag-
gregation scheme with the certificateless aggregate signature
scheme is also proposed in [9], which verifies the correctness of
the data obtained from IoT terminals in batch, and effectively
reduces the computation burden introduced to the IoT data cen-
ter. Since the data request space is limited, the data contained
in each individual signature could still possibly be disclosed
under the brute-force attack. Therefore, how to verify the cor-
rectness of the recovered data requests without disclosing the
data request content contained in each individual signature, has
become an emerging challenge.

In this paper, to solve the above-mentioned challenges, we
propose a privacy-preserving querying and verifiable scheme
in vehicular fog data dissemination, which enables the vehicles
(end-users) to acquire local data from the RSU (fog storage
device). Specifically, the main contributions of the paper are
three folds.

� Firstly, the proposed scheme exploits an invertible ma-
trix to structure multiple data requests sent by different
vehicles, such that each individual data request can be re-
covered by the recipient RSU without being associated
with its origin. Meanwhile, the proposed scheme owns the
advantage of scalability, such that it can be adaptive to the
situation with a large number of querying vehicles.

� Secondly, the proposed scheme achieves efficient and
privacy-preserving batch verification of the recovered
data requests. By exploiting an identity-based signature
scheme, the RSU can verify the correctness of the recov-
ered data requests in batch, without learning the content
corresponds to each individual signature.

� Thirdly, we demonstrate the security properties of the pro-
posed data querying scheme, in terms of unlinkability,
confidentiality and verifiability. Meanwhile, we conduct
performance evaluations to show the efficiency of the pro-
posed scheme, in terms of computation complexity and
communication overhead. In addition, we demonstrate the
feasibility of the proposed scheme in both high-speed and
low-speed scenarios.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We describe
our system model, identify out security requirements, and show
our design goals in Section II. We propose our secure vehicu-
lar data dissemination scheme in Section IV, followed by se-
curity analysis and performance evaluation in Section V and
Section VI, respectively. Related work is discussed in VII. Fi-
nally, we draw our conclusion in Section VIII.

II. MODEL, REQUIREMENTS AND DESIGN GOAL

In this section, we describe our system model, identify our
security requirements, and show our design goals.

A. System Model

In the system model, we consider a data querying paradigm
in vehicular fog data dissemination, in which a group of vehi-

Fig. 1. Vehicular data querying architecture under consideration.

cles send data requests towards the covered RSU (fog storage
device) together, for both the dynamically moving and static sce-
narios. After receiving the data requests, the RSU disseminates
the queried data towards the querying vehicles as a response.
Specifically, the proposed system model consists of three par-
ties: data querying vehicles, an RSU and an information server,
as shown in Fig. 1.

Each data querying vehicle acts as an end-user, which is
equipped with adequate processing ability and storage space, so
as to perform the data processing and store data item identifiers.
Each vehicle generates data requests with data identifiers,
receives data responses from RSUs and communicates with
other entities, i.e., RSUs and other data querying vehicles.

Each RSU under consideration acts as a fog storage device,
which stores a catalog of data items indexed by data identifiers
(such as local emergency contacts, local hospitals, public li-
braries, bank services, and so on). Upon requesting, it distributes
the local information towards the vehicles under its coverage.
While in high mobility scenario with a large number of query-
ing vehicles, the RSU could also transmit the received data
identifiers towards the neighboring RSUs to disseminate coop-
eratively. In addition, the data items kept in the local storage of
the RSU are periodically updated by the backbone information
server.

The information server is a trustable central entity, which ini-
tializes the whole system and is responsible for the registration
of RSUs and vehicles. It also collects the local information and
periodically updates the information items stored in RSUs.

Communication Model: The vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) and
the vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) communications are realized
through the IEEE 802.11p Wireless Access for Vehicular En-
vironment (WAVE) standard [10], which is a short to medium
range communication technology operating at 5.9 GHz band.
The connection between the RSU and the information server is
realized through secure wired link with high bandwidth and low
transmission delay.

B. Security Requirements

In our security model, we assume the RSU is honest-but-
curious, i.e., it will correctly execute the operations defined in
the protocol and disseminate the queried data as responses, but it
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may try to violate the privacy of a data querying vehicle through
associating a specific recovered data request with its origin;
meanwhile, we assume neither the RSU nor the data querying
vehicles will collude with each other in the proposed scheme.
Moreover, we assume there exists an adversary, which may
eavesdrop the data transmission and launch some active attacks
to threat data integrity. In addition, some free-riding vehicles
may submit data requests towards the RSU without registration.
Therefore, to preserve the privacy of data querying vehicles, to
protect the confidentiality of the uploaded data requests, and to
achieve the batch verification, the following security require-
ments should be satisfied in the proposed scheme.

Unlinkability: At the RSU side, the RSU can only learn the
content of the recovered data requests, but it cannot link a spe-
cific data request with the origin vehicle. Meanwhile, each in-
volved vehicle should not be able to reveal the data request
sent by any other vehicle. In other words, the proposed scheme
should not disclose any information about the association be-
tween a vehicle and the data request it sent [11]. The unlink-
ability requirement arises primarily from the need to protect
a vehicle’s anonymity, i.e., preserving a vehicle’s privacy by
removing the vehicle’s identity from its data request [12].

Confidentiality: In the proposed scheme, the content of the
data requests and data dissemination response should be pro-
tected from the adversary. Even if the adversary eavesdrops
the data transmission, it cannot obtain the data requests and
data dissemination. Moreover, the confidentiality requirement
should also include that the data dissemination content can only
be learnt by vehicles which have already uploaded data requests.

Verifiability: The RSU should be able to verify that the recov-
ered data requests have not been modified during data processing
and transmission, and authenticate that each received data re-
quest is actually generated and signed by a registered vehicle.
Meanwhile, the coordinating vehicle should also be able to ver-
ify that the received data request has not been modified during
data transmission.

C. Design Goals

Under the aforementioned system model and security require-
ments, our design goal is to develop a privacy-preserving and
verifiable querying scheme in vehicular fog data dissemination.
Specifically, the following three objectives should be achieved.

The proposed scheme should achieve the above security re-
quirements: If the proposed scheme does not take the defined
security requirements into consideration, the privacy of data
querying vehicles could be disclosed, the confidentiality of data
requests could be threatened, and the recovered data requests
could not be properly verified. Then vehicles may not be will-
ing to join in the data querying process, and the entire vehicular
data dissemination system cannot function properly.

The proposed scheme should achieve the goal of scalabil-
ity: Since the number of data querying vehicles on the parking
lot varies in the spatio-temporal domain, the proposed scheme
should be adaptive to the fluctuating number of vehicles, espe-
cially the situation when there involve a large number of data
querying vehicles.

The proposed scheme should achieve high efficiency in terms
of computation and computation overhead: Even though we

assume the RSU (which acts as a fog storage device) owns
relatively high processing capability, the proposed scheme
should also take the computation overhead into considera-
tion, especially with a large number of vehicles. Due to scarce
and limited transmission bandwidth in VANETs, the proposed
scheme should also take the communication overhead into
consideration.

III. PRELIMINARIES

In this section, we briefly review the security techniques of
Paillier cryptosystem and bilinear maps, which function as the
basis of the proposed data dissemination scheme.

A. Paillier Cryptosystem

In our proposed scheme, the Paillier Cryptosystem is the
building block [13], which has been widely exploited due to
its homomorphic additive properties. Specifically, the Paillier
Cryptosystem consists of three algorithms: key generation, en-
cryption and decryption.

� Key Generation: Given the security parameter κ, two
large prime numbers p1, q1 are first chosen, where |p1| =
|q1| = κ; meanwhile, the RSA modulus n = p1q1 and
λ = lcm(p1 − 1, q1 − 1) are also calculated. After choos-
ing a generator g ∈ Z∗

n2 , a function L(u) = u−1
n is defined,

and μ = (L(gλ mod n2))−1 mod n is further computed.
Then, the public key pk = (n, g), and the corresponding
private key sk = (λ, μ) are derived.

� Encryption: Given a message m ∈ Zn , choose a random
number r ∈ Z∗

n , and the ciphertext can be generated as
c = E(m) = gm · rn mod n2.

� Decryption: Given the ciphertext c ∈ Z∗
n2 , the corre-

sponding message can be recovered as m = D(c) =
L(cλ mod n2) · μ mod n.

B. Bilinear Maps

Let G1 and G2 be two cyclic groups with the same prime order
q, i.e., |G1| = |G2| = q. A bilinear map e: G1 × G1 → G2 has
the following properties:

1) Bilinearity: ∀P,Q ∈ G1, and ∀a, b ∈ Z∗
q , we can derive

e(aP, bQ) = e(P,Q)ab ;
2) Nondegeneracy: There exist P ∈ G1, which satisfies the

condition that e(P,Q) �= 1G2 .
3) Computable: ∀P,Q ∈ G1, there is an efficient algorithm

to compute e(P,Q).
Definition 1: A bilinear parameter generator Gen denotes a

probabilistic algorithm that takes a parameter κ1 as input, and
outputs a 5-tuple (q, P, G1, G2, e) as the output, where q is κ1-
bit prime, G1 and G2 are two cyclic groups with order q, P ∈ G
is a generator, and e : G1 × G1 → G2 is non-degenerated and
computable bilinear map.

IV. PROPOSED PRIVACY-PRESERVING DATA

DISSEMINATION SCHEME

In this section, we propose a privacy-preserving and verifiable
data querying scheme in vehicular fog data dissemination, which
consists of five parts: system initialization, querying group
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Fig. 2. Key distribution.

formulation, data requests generation, data requests aggrega-
tion and recovery, and data requests verification.

A. System Initialization

For the vehicular fog data querying and dissemination system
under consideration, the information server, which also acts
as the trusted authority (TA), will bootstrap the entire system.
Given a security parameter κ, the trusted authority (TA) selects
two large prime numbers p1 and q1, where |p1| = |q1| = κ. Then
the TA generates the Paillier Cryptosystem’s public key (n =
p1q1, g), and the corresponding private key (λ, μ). The TA also
selects a large prime number α with |α| = κ, and chooses a
constant number d with |d| < κ.

Meanwhile, given another security parameter κ1, the
TA generates the bilinear parameters (q, P, G1, G2, e(·, ·))
by running Gen(κ1), and calculates the value of h =
e(P, P ). The TA selects a random number x ∈ Z∗

q as
the secret key, and computes the public key P0 = x · P .
Moreover, the TA selects a secure encryption algorithm
Enc(·), and chooses two secure cryptographic hash functions
H(·),H1(·), where H : {0, 1}∗ → Z∗

n ,H1 : {0, 1}∗ → Z∗
q . In

addition, the TA publishes the system parameter as params =
{n, g, α, d, q, P, G1, G2, e(·, ·), h, P0, Enc(·),H(·),H1(·), }.

As shown in Fig. 2, during the registration of the RSU, the
TA delivers the private key (λ, μ) towards it. Meanwhile, during
the registration of a vehicle with identity IDi ∈ {0, 1}∗, the TA
computes the secret key SKIDi

= 1
H1(IDi )+x · P , and securely

distributes the secret key SKIDi
towards it.

B. Querying Group Formulation

When a vehicle Va (end-user) intends to query the covering
RSU (fog storage device) for local information, it acts as a coor-
dinating vehicle. Different from the most of the ad hoc networks,
in which entities are deployed fixedly (such as wireless sensor
networks), the network topologies in VANETs are constantly
changing, and the querying group needs to be formulated for
each individual data querying task. Va first broadcasts a collab-
oration request towards all the neighboring vehicles under the
coverage of an identical RSU to send data requests together,
so as to prevent itself from being associated with its own data
request. After receiving the collaboration request, if one vehi-
cle is interested in joining in the collaborative data querying,
it accepts the collaboration request, and establishes a secure
session key with Va . We assume the vehicles will voluntarily
collaborate with Va to participate in the data querying process,
as the vehicles can also obtain a piece of local information. If
all the vehicles are reluctant to join in the process, an incentive
mechanism can be exploited to stimulate the participation [14].
Thus, a collaborative data querying group with k vehicles can
be formulated.

Fig. 3. Secret distribution among vehicles.

Va selects a large prime p2 (which satisfies the condition that
k · p2 < d), and a random invertible matrix A with the size of
k × k, in which each element ai,j ∈ GF (p2), i = 1, . . . , k, j =
1, . . . , k. Va also selects a session key kd for the disseminated
data protection, and performs the secret distribution process,
which is illustrated in Fig. 3. Va assigns a row vector ai (i �= a)
towards a collaborating vehicle Vi , and selects a random number
si ∈ Z∗

n for Vi . In the proposed scheme, one row vector can only
be assigned towards one vehicle. Meanwhile, ai only denotes
the row vector assigned to Vi , and it may or may not be the ith
row vector of A. Then Va securely delivers ai||si ||p2||kd ||TS
towards Vi , as shown in Fig. 3 (Message (1)), where TS is the
current timestamp.

Va also randomly selects a subcoordinating vehicle within the
collaborative data querying group, which is denoted as Vb , and
acknowledges the rest of vehicles to establish a secure session
key with Vb . During the secure key establishment, Vb chooses
a random number ti ∈ Z∗

n (i �= a, b) for each vehicle Vi , and
securely delivers ti ||TS towards Vi , as shown in Fig. 3 (Message
(2)).

C. Data Request Generation

1) Data Request Generation of Vi: for each vehicle Vi (i �=
a), it first chooses the data request identifier Qi (|Qi | = lq bits)
from the predefined data request space, in which one data re-
quest identifier corresponds to one queried data item. Then Vi

performs the following steps to generate a data request.
Step-1: Since the data request space is limited and the length

of each data request identifier is short, Vi selects a
random number xi with |xi | = lx bits and lx + lq <
|p2|, and concatenates xi with Qi to generate mi =
xi ||Qi . Vi multiplies mi with each element in the
received row vector ai = (ai,1, ai,2, . . . , ai,k ), and
generates the row vector di = (di,1, di,2, . . . , di,k ),
where di,j = mi · ai,j mod p2, j = 1, . . . , k.

Step-2: Vi chooses a random number ri,1 ∈ Z∗
n , and gen-

erates the ciphertext with the public key of the
RSU (n, g)

Ci,1 = gdi , 1+α ·di , 2 · rn
i,1 · H(TS)si mod n2, (1)

which prevents the RSU from directly recovering the
value of di,1 + α · di,2. Then Vi generates the mes-
sage authentication code MACi,1 = H(Ci,1||TS)
corresponds to Ci,1. Meanwhile, Vi (i �= a, b)
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generates a signature σi = (σi,1, σi,2) of mi by
choosing a random number ri,2 ∈ Z∗

q , and calculates{
σi,1 = hri , 2 ,

σi,2 = H1(mi ||T S )+H1(si ||T S )+H1(ti ||T S )+ri , 2

x+H1(IDi )
· P

(2)
For Vb , it also selects a random number rb,2 ∈
Z∗

q , and generates the signature σb = (σb,1, σb,2),
which is⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
σb,1 = hrb , 2 ,

σb,2 =
H1(mb ||T S )+H1(sb ||T S )−∑ i �= a , b H1(ti ||T S )+rb , 2

x+H1(IDb ) · P
(3)

Finally, Vi (i �= a) formulates the message
IDi ||Ci,1||MACi,1||σi ||TS, and delivers it towards
the RSU, which is shown in Fig. 4 (Message (1)).

Step-3: For Vi (i �= a, b), it calculates the value ei,j = di,j +
H1(ti ||j||TS) mod p2, j = 3, . . . , k, and generates a
row vector �ei = (ei,3, . . . , ei,k ). Moreover, Vi en-
crypts �ei with si to generate the ciphertext Ci,2,

Ci,2 = EncH (si ||T S )(ei,3|| · · · ||ei,k ), (4)

and transmits Ci,2 towards Va , which prevents Va

from recovering the value of di,j . To protect data in-
tegrity, Vi generates the message authentication code
of Ci,2, which is

MACi,2 = H(Ci,2||TS) (5)

and transmits Ci,2||MACi,2||TS towards Va , as
shown in Fig. 4 (Message (2)).
For Vb , it also calculates the value eb,j = db,j −∑k

i=1,i �=a,b H1(ti ||j||TS) mod p2, j = 3, . . . , k and
generates a vector �eb = (eb,3, . . . , eb,k ). Then it gen-
erates the ciphertext Cb,2 with sb , which is

Cb,2 = EncH (sb ||T S )(eb,3|| . . . ||eb,k ) (6)

Vb also generates the message authentication code of
Cb,2, which is

MACb,2 = H(Cb,2||TS), (7)

and transmits Cb,2||MACb,2||TS towards Va , as
shown in Fig. 4 (Message (2)).

2) Data Request Generation of Va : for Va , it formulates
the data query ma = xa ||Qa by selecting a random num-
ber xa with |xa | = lx bits, and generates a row vector da =
(da,1, da,2, . . . , da,k ) with Step-1 defined in Section IV-C1, and
performs the following steps.

Step-1: Va selects a random number ra,1 ∈ Z∗
n , and generates

the ciphertext

Ca,1 = gda , 1+α ·da , 2 · rn
a,1 · H(TS)sa mod n2. (8)

where sa = −∑i �=a si mod n. Meanwhile, Va also
chooses a random number ra,2 ∈ Z∗

q , and generates
a signature σa = (σa,1, σa,2) corresponding to ma ,

which is{
σa,1 = hra , 2 ,

σa,2 = H1(ma ||T S )−∑ i �= a H1(si ||T S )+ra , 2

x+H1(IDa ) · P.

(9)
Step-2: After receiving Ci,2 (i �= a) from all the collaborat-

ing vehicles, Va checks the correctness of each re-
ceived message authentication codes, i.e., verifing

whether MACi,2
?= H(Ci,2||TS). If the message

authentication codes are verified to be correct, Va de-
crypts each ciphertext Ci,2 (i �= a) with H(si ||TS),
and obtains the value of ei,j , j = 3, . . . , k. Then
Va aggregates all the recovered ei,j to obtain the
value

∑k
i=1,i �=a ei,j =

∑k
i=1,i �=a di,j , j = 3, . . . , k,

and further updates the matrix elements aa,j , j =
3, . . . , k, which is

aa,j =

⎛
⎝−

k∑
i=1,i �=a

di,j

⎞
⎠ · ma

−1 mod p2. (10)

Step-3: Va encrypts the session key kd (for data
dissemination protection) with the public key
(n, g), which is denoted as Ck = gkd · rn

k mod n2

and rk ∈ Z∗
n is a randomly chosen num-

ber. Then Va generates the corresponding mes-
sage authentication code, which is MACa =
H(Ca,1||Ck ||A||TS). Finally, Va transmits the mes-
sage IDa ||Ca,1||σa ||A||Ck ||MACa ||TS towards
the RSU, as shown in Fig. 4 (Message (3)).

D. Data Requests Aggregation and Reading

After receiving IDa ||Ca,1||σa ||A||Ck ||MACa ||TS, the
RSU first checks the correctness of MACa by computing

MACa
?= H(Ca,1||Ck ||A||TS). Meanwhile, the RSU veri-

fies the correctness of each MACi,1(i �= a) by computing

MACi,1
?= H(Ci,1||TS). If all the received message authen-

tication codes are verified to be correct, the RSU aggregates all
the encrypted data requests Ci,1, i = 1, . . . , k and obtains the
data aggregation result C1, which is

C1 =
k∏

i=1

Ci,1 mod n2

=
k∏

i=1

gdi , 1+α ·di , 2 · rn
i,1 · H(TS)si mod n2

= g
∑ k

i = 1 di , 1+α ·di , 2 ·
(

k∏
i=1

ri,1

)n

· H(TS)
∑ k

i = 1 si mod n2

= g
∑ k

i = 1 di , 1+α ·di , 2 ·
(

k∏
i=1

ri,1

)n

mod n2 (11)

By taking M =
∑k

i=1 di,1 + α · di,2 and R =
∏k

i=1 ri,1, the
aggregated ciphertext C = gM · Rn mod n2 is still a cipher-
text of the Paillier Cryptosystem, and the RSU uses the private
key (λ, μ) to recover M =

∑k
i=1 di,1 + α · di,2. Then the RSU
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Fig. 4. Vehicular data querying message flow.

generates a row vector y = (y1, y2, . . . , yk ), which is{
y1 = (M mod α) mod p2 = (

∑k
i=1 di,1) mod p2,

y2 = (M −y1
α ) mod p2 = (

∑k
i=1 di,2) mod p2.

(12)

Meanwhile, the RSU sets y3 = · · · = yk = 0, computes the
inverse of A in the field GF (p2) (denoted as A−1 ), and
calculates y · A−1 to recover the data request vector m =
(m1, . . . ,mk ), without disclosing the actual association be-
tween each vehicle and its data request. Furthermore, the RSU
abandons the first lx bits in each data request mi to obtain the
data request identifiers (Q1, Q2, . . . , Qk ).

E. Data Requests Verification

To verify the correctness of the recovered data request vector
m = (m1, . . . ,mk ), the RSU verifies the correctness of the
received signatures (σ1, . . . , σk ), by performing the following
batch verification process.

h
∑ k

i = 1 H1(mi ||T S ) ·
k∏

i=1

σi,1

= e(P, P )
∑ k

i = 1 H1(mi ||T S )+ri , 2

=
k∏

i=1

e

(
P,

H1(mi ||TS) + ri,2

x + H1(IDi)
· (x + H1(IDi))

)

=
k∏

i=1

e(x · P, σi,2) ·
k∏

i=1

e(P,H1(IDi) · σi,2)

= e

(
P0,

k∑
i=1

σi,2

)
· e
(

P,

k∑
i=1

H1(IDi) · σi,2

)
(13)

If Eq. (13) verifies to be correct, the recovered data re-
quests m = (m1, . . . ,mk ) can be verified to be correctly pro-
cessed and transmitted. Meanwhile, the RSU decrypts the ci-
phertext Ck with its private key (λ, μ) and derives the session
key kd , which is shared among the collaborative vehicles for
the data transmission protection. Then the RSU identifies the
data dissemination content (which is denoted as m) queried
by vehicles, formulates a ciphertext Cm = EncH (kd ||T S )(m),
and generates the corresponding message authentication code
MACm = H(Cm ||TS). Moreover, the RSU broadcasts the
data query response Cm ||MACm ||TS towards all the data

querying vehicles. For the high speed scenario, the RSU can
also deliver the data item identifiers towards the neighbor-
ing RSUs for collaborative data dissemination. After receiv-
ing Cm ||MACm ||TS, each vehicle verifies the correctness of

MACm by checking whether MACm
?= H(Cm ||TS). If it ver-

ifies to be correct, each vehicle recovers the value of m with the
session key kd . Based on the data query response m, each vehi-
cle can identify the information queried by itself.

Correctness: To demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed
scheme, now we prove that the matrix updated by Va is still an
invertible matrix. Let B be the inverse of the matrix A in the
field GF (p2), then matrix A and matrix B satisfy the following
equation:⎡
⎢⎣

a1,1 ... a1,k

...
. . .

...
ak,1 ... ak,k

⎤
⎥⎦
⎡
⎢⎣

b1,1 ... b1,k

...
. . .

...
bk,1 ... bk,k

⎤
⎥⎦ =

⎡
⎢⎣

1 ... 0
...

. . .
...

0 ... 1

⎤
⎥⎦
(14)

Suppose Va assigns the xth row vector ax to itself. Then we
calculate ej = −ax,j − (

∑k
i=1,i �=a miai,j ) · m−1

a mod p2, j =
3, 4, . . . , k, and update ax,j with ax,j + ej mod p2, which is

A
′
=⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

a1,1 a1,2 a1,3 · · · a1,x · · · a1,k

...
...

...
. . .

...
. . .

...
ax,1 ax,2 ax,3 + e3 · · · ax,x + ex · · · aa,k + ek

...
...

...
. . .

...
. . .

...
ak,1 ak,2 ak,3 · · · ak,x · · · ak,k

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

(15)

Then we multiply the updated matrix A
′
with B, and obtains

A
′ × B =⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

1 · · · 0 · · · 0
...

. . .
...

. . .
...∑k

i=3 eibi,1 · · · ∑k
i=3 eibi,x + 1 · · · ∑k

i=3 eibi,k

...
. . .

...
. . .

...
0 · · · 0 · · · 1

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

(16)
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As the product A′ × B is an invertible matrix, A′ is also an
invertible matrix.

V. SECURITY ANALYSIS

In this section, we discuss the security properties of the pro-
posed data querying scheme in vehicular fog data dissemination.
In particular, following the security requirements discussed ear-
lier, our analysis will focus on how the proposed scheme can
prevent data requests from being associated with their origin
vehicles, protect the confidentiality of data transmission, and
achieve the verifiability of recovered data requests.

� The individual vehicle’s data request is unlinkable in the
proposed scheme: Since Ci,1 is formulated as gdi , 1+α ·di , 2 ·
rn
i · H(TS)si mod n2 and we do not take the collusion

attack into consideration, the RSU cannot directly recover
the value of di,1 + α · di,2 without learning the value of
si . At the RSU side, by aggregating C1 =

∏k
i=1 Ci,1 =

g
∑ k

i = 1 di , 1+α ·di , 2 · (∏k
i=1 ri,1)n mod n2 and decrypting C1,

the RSU can derive the values of y1 =
∑k

i=1 di,1 mod p2

and y2 =
∑k

i=1 di,2 mod p2. Then the RSU calculates
m = y · A−1 to recover the uploaded data requests m =
(m1, . . . ,mk ). Since the RSU cannot achieve the infor-
mation about which row vector in A corresponds to
which data querying vehicle and we do not take the
collusion attack into consideration, given the recovered
data requests, it is impossible for the RSU to associate
a specific data request with its origin vehicle. In ad-
dition, given σi and mi , it is impossible to determine
whether the data query mi is contained in the signature

σi by directly calculating e(σi,2, P0 + H1(IDi) · P ) ?=
σi,1 · hH1(mi ||T S ) . This is because σi is protected with
H1(si ||TS) and H1(ti ||TS), which are secrets shared with
Va and Vb respectively. Thus, the security goal of unlinka-
bility can be achieved.

� The confidentiality of the data transmission can be
achieved in the proposed scheme: In the proposed scheme,
the ciphertext of Vi’s data request mi is formulated as
(Ci,1, Ci,2); meanwhile, since the Paillier Cryptosystem is
proved to be semantic secure against the chosen plaintext
attack, the data request mi contained in Ci,1 is also seman-
tically secure and privacy-preserving. For the data request
contained in Ci,2, it is encrypted with si , which is a secret
value shared between Va and Vi , and we do not take the
collusion attack into consideration. As a result, the adver-
sary cannot recover the value of the data request mi even
if it eavesdrops the ciphertext (Ci,1, Ci,2). For Va , after
decrypting Ci,2 with H(si ||TS), it can obtain the value
of ei,j = di,j + H(ti ||j||TS), j = 3, . . . , k. However, Va

still cannot recover the individual value of di,j , this is
because ti is a secret value shared between Vi and the co-
ordinating vehicle Vb , and we do not take the collusion
attack into consideration. In addition, the responded data
dissemination m from the RSU is encrypted by a session
key kd , which is a session key shared among the RSU and
the data querying vehicles, and the ciphertext Cm can only
be decrypted by the data querying vehicles. Even if the
adversary eavesdrops Cm , it still cannot learn the value of

the disseminated data. Thus, the security goal of confiden-
tiality can be achieved in the proposed vehicular fog data
querying and dissemination scheme.

� The verifiability of recovered data requests and the data
integrity of data transmission can be achieved in the pro-
posed scheme: In the proposed scheme, the signature σi

can be considered as a commitment of the data request mi ,
i.e., σi preserves the correctness of mi while hiding the
real value of mi . Meanwhile, the data request mi is signed
by the identity-based signature (IBS) scheme proposed
in [15], which supports batch verification. Since the secu-
rity of the IBS scheme depends on the k-collision attack al-
gorithm (k-CAA) complexity assumption, both the source
authentication of the data querying vehicle Vi and the cor-
rectness verification of recovered data request mi can be
achieved. In addition, MACi,1 and MACi,2 are also gener-
ated to guarantee data integrity of Ci,1 and Ci,2 by check-

ing the correctness of MACi,l
?= H(Ci,l ||TS), l = 1, 2.

Thus, the security goals of verifiability and data integrity
can be achieved.

Based on the above security analysis, we can conclude that
the proposed data querying scheme in vehicular fog data dissem-
ination is secure, which can successfully achieve our security
goals.

VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed
secure vehicular fog data querying and dissemination scheme,
which consists of four parts, parameter setup, computational
complexity, communication overhead, and the impact of the
proposed scheme brought by velocity.

A. Parameter Setup

In performance evaluation, we choose |n| = 1024 bits for the
Paillier’s cryptosystem, and the size of the ciphertext in Z∗

n2 is
|n2| = 2048 bits. The length of the prime number α is set to
be 512 bits, and the maximum allowable length of the value d
is 511 bits. In addition, we set the size of the prime number p2

(the length of each element in the matrix) to be 384 bits, and the
maximum allowable number of vehicles is 2127, which greatly
excesses the scale of the vehicles under the coverage of one
RSU.

For comparison, we consider a traditional approach, which
can also achieve the security requirements of unlinkability, con-
fidentiality, and verifiability. Specifically, for each vehicle Vi in
the traditional scheme, it structures the data query mi with the
row vector ai = (ai,1, ai,2, . . . , ai,k ) to generate the row vec-
tor di = (di,1, di,2, . . . , di,k ) = (ai,1mi, ai,2mi, . . . , ai,kmi).
Then Vi generates the ciphertexts of all the elements in di

with the public key of the RSU (n, g), such that the ciphertexts
Ci,j = gdi , j · rn

i,1 · H(TS)si mod n2 (j = 1, 2, . . . , k) can be
obtained; meanwhile, Vi also calculates the signature σi , which
corresponds to mi , with Eq. (2), and generates the mes-
sage authentication code MACi = H(Ci,1|| · · · ||Ci,k ||TS).
In addition, Vi formulates and transmits the message
Ci,1|| · · · ||Ci,k ||σi ||MACi ||TS towards the RSU.
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B. Computation Complexity

In the proposed vehicular fog data querying and dissemina-
tion scheme, Vi (i �= a) needs to perform three exponentiation
operations in Z∗

n2 to generate the ciphertext Ci,1, which is a
ciphertext of the Paillier cryptosystem, and it takes one sym-
metric encryption operation to generate Ci,2. To generate the
corresponding verifiable signature σi = (σi,1, σi,2), Vi takes one
exponentiation operation in G2 to generate σi,1, and it spends
one multiplication operation in G1 to generate σi,2.

For Va , after receiving Ci,2 from the collaborative vehicles,
Va spends k − 1 symmetric decryption operations. Meanwhile,
Va takes three exponentiation operations in Z∗

n2 to generate
the Paillier cryptosystem’s ciphertext Ca,1, and it spends two
exponentiation operations in Z∗

n2 to generate Ck . In order
to generate the verifiable signature σa = (σa,1, σa,2), Va con-
sumes one exponentiation operation in G2 and one multiplica-
tion operation in G1. In comparison with the computational
cost of an exponentiation operation in G2 or a multiplica-
tion operation in G1, the computational cost of the symmet-
ric encryption or decryption operation is negligible. Denote
the computation costs of an exponentiation operation in Z∗

n2 ,
an exponentiation operation in G2 and a multiplication op-
eration in G1 as Cpe , Cbe and Cbm , the total computational
costs of Vi and Va will be Comp1 = 3 ∗ Cpe + Cbe + Cbm and
Comp2 = 5 ∗ Cpe + Cbe + Cbm respectively.

For the RSU, the proposed scheme enables the RSU to aggre-
gate the data requests submitted by multiple vehicles into one
compressed data request, and it takes one exponentiation oper-
ation in Z∗

n2 to decrypt C =
∏k

i=1 Ci,1 mod n2, which largely
reduces the computational complexity of the RSU. Meanwhile,
in comparison with the computational cost of an exponentiation
operation in Z∗

n2 , the computational cost of a multiplication op-
eration in Z∗

n2 is negligible. After decryption, the RSU takes
two bilinear pairing operations in G1, one exponentiation oper-
ations in G2 and k multiplication operations in G1 to verify the
correctness of recovered data requests. We denote the bilinear
pairing operation in G1 as Cbp , and the computational cost of
the RSU is Comp3 = Cpe + 2 ∗ Cbp + Cbe + k ∗ Cbm .

Under the traditional scheme, each vehicle needs to take 3 ∗ k
exponentiation operations in Z∗

n2 to generate the ciphertexts
Ci,1,l , l = 1, . . . , k. After receiving the encrypted data requests,
the RSU aggregates the data requests and spends k exponentia-
tion operations in Z∗

n2 for decryption. Thus, the total computa-
tional cost of each vehicle is 3 ∗ k ∗ Cpe + Cbe + Cbm , and the
computational cost of the RSU is k ∗ Cpe + 2 ∗ Cbp + Cbe +
k ∗ Cbm .

We compare the computation complexity of the proposed data
dissemination scheme with the traditional scheme. To test per-
formance of the exploited Paillier cryptosystem, we conduct the
experiments with the Java Paillier Library [16]. Meanwhile, to
examine the performance of the exploited identity-based signa-
ture scheme, the Type-A pairing from the JPBC Library [17]
is introduced. The experiments is performed on a desktop with
3.40 GHz processor and 8.00GB memory. The experimental re-
sults indicate that the cost on a single exponentiation operation
in Z∗

n2 (|n2| = 2048) is Cpe = 8.59 ms, a single exponentia-
tion operation in G2 is Cbe = 0.75 ms, a single bilinear pairing
operation in G1 is Cbp = 5.86 ms, and a single multiplication

operation in G1 is Cbm = 9.20 ms. Based on the derived opera-
tion costs, we depict the computation costs of the RSU and each
data querying vehicle in Fig. 5(a) and Fig. 5(b), respectively.
Then we compare the proposed scheme with the traditional
scheme, when the number of the data querying vehicles k varies
between 5 to 100. As shown in Fig. 5, the proposed scheme out-
performs the traditional scheme in terms of the computational
cost of the RSU and each data querying vehicle respectively.
Thus, we can conclude that the proposed vehicular data querying
scheme largely reduces the computational delay of the involved
entities.

Note that one of the limitations of this algorithm is the impact
brought by the matrix inverse computation. To achieve the ma-
trix inverse computation with the Gaussian elimination method,
the computational complexity is with time complexity O(n3),
and it is not particularly suitable for the scenario with a large
number of data querying vehicles. The solution to this scenario
is to divide the number of vehicles into a few subgroups (e.g.,
m data querying subgroups), then the time complexity of the
matrix inverse in each subgroup can be reduced to O(( n

m )3).
While under our parameter setting in Fig. 5(a) and Fig. 5(b),
the computational cost introduced by the matrix inverse com-
putation is still negligible in comparison with the cryptographic
operations.

C. Communication Overhead

The communication overhead of the proposed scheme
can be divided into two parts, vehicle-to-RSU communi-
cation and vehicle-to-vehicle communication. We first con-
sider the vehicle-to-RSU communication, for Vi (i �= a), the
data request sent towards the RSU is in the format of
IDi ||Ci,1||MACi,1||σi ||TS, and the corresponding communi-
cation overhead should be |IDi | + 2048 + 1024 + 1024 ∗ 2 +
|TS| bits. For Va , the data request sent towards the RSU is in
the form of IDa ||Ca,1||σa ||A||Ck ||MACa ||TS, and the com-
munication overhead is |IDa | + 2048 + 1024∗2 + 384∗k∗k +
2048 + 1024 + |TS| bits. Thus, when we set the length of
|IDi | + |TS| to be 64 bits, the overall vehicle-to-RSU com-
munication overhead is 64 ∗ k + 2048 ∗ (k + 1) + 1024 ∗ 3 ∗
k + 384 ∗ k ∗ k bits. For the traditional scheme, each vehicle
Vi generates k ciphertexts Ci,1,l , l = 1, . . . , k with the length of
2048 bits. The overall communication overhead is Comm1 =
64 ∗ k + 2048 ∗ (k ∗ k + 1) + 1024 ∗ 3 ∗ k + 384 ∗ k ∗ k bits.

Next, we examine the communication overhead of the
vehicle-to-vehicle communication. The data request from Vi

to Va is in the format of IDi ||Ci,2||MACi,2||TS, and the
corresponding length is |IDi | + 384 ∗ (k − 2) + 1024 + |TS|
bits. Thus, the overall vehicle-to-vehicle communication over-
head is Comm2 = 64 ∗ (k − 1) + 384 ∗ (k − 2) ∗ (k − 1) +
1024 ∗ (k − 1) bits. Fig. 6(a) and Fig. 6(b) depict the com-
munication overhead between the RSU and vehicles, and the
total communication overhead, respectively, when the number
of data querying vehicles varies from 5 to 100. As shown in
Fig. 6, we can observe that the proposed scheme can achieve
lower communication overhead than the traditional scheme.

Another limitation of the proposed scheme is the commu-
nication cost introduced by the transmissions of the matrix
and inverse matrix. The cost of the matrix vectors distribution
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Fig. 5. Computation complexity of the proposed vehicular data querying scheme.

Fig. 6. Communication overhead during the data querying.

between the data querying vehicles is 384 ∗ (k − 2) ∗ (k − 1)
bits; meanwhile, the cost introduced by the inverse matrix
transmission between the coordinating vehicle and the RSU
is 384 ∗ k ∗ k bits.

D. Impact of Velocity

To demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed scheme, we
also check whether the entire data querying process could be
completed within the coverage of a single RSU. That is, we
calculate the relative distance the vehicle Va passes between
the starting and ending locations of the entire data query-
ing process, which is a value depends on the moving veloc-
ity and the number of vehicles. Meanwhile, the relative dis-
tance is calculated as dist = (Comp2 + Comp3 + (Comm1 +
Comm2)/Rate) ∗ v, where Rate = 3 Mbps is the data rate se-
lected in VANET [10] and v is the moving speed of Va .

In Fig. 7, we show the relative distance between the starting
and ending locations of the entire data querying process, with
respect to the number of joining vehicle and moving velocity. As
shown in Fig. 7, when the moving speed ranges from 0 km/h to
160 km/h and the number of vehicles varies from 5 to 100, the
maximum passing distance of Va is 200 m, such that the entire
data querying process could be completed within the coverage
of one single RSU.

Fig. 7. Vehicular data querying architecture under consideration.

Note that, in our above analysis, we only consider the im-
pact of velocity and data rate in VANET. However, due to the
medium access control constraints of the current VANET proto-
col, it does not accommodate to the situation when there exists
a large number of vehicles sending time-critical communication
requests together. To resolve this issue, a random access control
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protocol in VANET with constraint fading channel is proposed
in [18], which models the fading of each channel as an indepen-
dent stochastic process and exploits the Markov random access
protocol for channel assignment. To further solve the problem of
the constraint number of access control channels, a co-designed
framework for medium access scheduling and platoon control
is also designed in [19], which resolves the network access con-
flicts with string stability for vehicular platoon in VANETs.

VII. RELATED WORKS

In this section, we briefly review some papers that are closely
related to our scheme, in terms of secure data dissemination in
VANETs and privacy-preserving data aggregation.

A. Secure Data Dissemination in VANETs

The fixed RSUs function as fog storage devices at the net-
work edge, which are connected to the backbone network, can
also function as a data server which store a catalog of informa-
tion, and disseminate the stored data towards the vehicles under
their coverage [20], in either proactive or request-response data
dissemination [21], [22]. For the proactive data dissemination
schemes, RSUs broadcast data towards vehicles in a proactive
manner, which is particularly suitable for safety-related and ur-
gent information distribution [23]. Instead of initiatively broad-
casting data, in request-response data dissemination schemes,
information is made available with a search-response paradigm.
Specifically, vehicles send data queries towards the RSUs to
solicit the needed content, and the RSUs disseminate data ac-
cording to the collected data requests, which are particularly
suitable for the value-added and infotainment data services.

A privacy-preserving navigation scheme with the anonymous
credential is proposed in [24], which exploits the speed and
road condition data collected by the RSU and can lead vehi-
cles towards the intended destination in a distributive fashion.
In [25], a secure and efficient message dissemination scheme
is proposed in VANET, which outsources most of the decryp-
tion computation to the nearest RSU, such that the emergency
messages with stringent delay requirements can be effectively
disseminated towards vehicles with limited processing capabil-
ity. An on-demand request-response unicast data dissemination
in VANET is proposed in [26], which enables the identification
of authentic vehicles in VANET and achieves data dissemination
among authentic vehicles.

However, the above schemes mainly focus on the authentica-
tion of the involved vehicles, or the verification of the received
messages, and they do not take the unlinkability into consid-
eration. Even though [24] exploits the pseudonym credentials
to protect the real identities of the query issuing vehicles, the
content of the data query is still disclosed, and it may lead to the
threat of privacy disclosure.

B. Privacy-Preserving Data Aggregation

In the proposed scheme, we achieve the security goal of un-
linkability through the introduction of multiple vehicles, and
each data request recovered from the data aggregation result
cannot be associated with its origin. Thus, we perform a brief
review on the existing schemes on secure and privacy-preserving
data aggregation. A concealed data aggregation scheme is

presented for wireless sensor networks in [27], which achieves
the end-to-end data confidentiality and enables the data aggre-
gation on ciphertexts with privacy homomorphism techniques.
To reduce the communication overhead, the intermediate nodes
aggregate the encrypted data and then upload the aggregation re-
sults towards the base station with privacy preservation. In [6], a
privacy-preserving multi-dimensional data aggregation scheme
is proposed with the homomorphic Paillier Cryptosystem, which
can aggregate and recover the aggregation of the data reports
in each dimension. In [7], a privacy-preserving route reporting
aggregation scheme in VANET is proposed, which employs the
data aggregation technique to calculate the routes of the ve-
hicles in each segment. To achieve both privacy preservation
in the domain of security and fault tolerance in the domain of
statistic analysis, a novel secure data aggregation for smart grid
communications is proposed in [28], which can flexibly adjust
the malfunctioning smart meters and can also resist the differ-
ential attacks. A privacy-preserving verifiable data aggregation
scheme is proposed in [29], which protects the identity privacy
of each involved work, prevents the cloud from learning the
content of the aggregation results, and allows the data requester
to verify the correctness of the retrieved results.

However, the above schemes can only calculate the aggre-
gation result of the data reports, the content of each individual
data report cannot be recovered. In our proposed scheme, based
on the data aggregation result, each data query can be still re-
covered by the RSU without being associated with its origin
vehicle.

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed a privacy-preserving and ver-
ifiable querying scheme in vehicular fog data dissemination. By
exploiting the homomorphic Paillier cryptosystem and structur-
ing multiple data requests sent by different vehicles with an in-
vertible matrix, the proposed scheme can prevent the RSU (fog
storage device) from associating each recovered data request
with its origin vehicle, and it can also support batch verification
of the recovered data requests. Through security analysis, we
demonstrate that the proposed scheme can achieve the security
goals of unlinkability, confidentiality and verifiability. Through
performance evaluation, we examine the performance of the
proposed scheme and demonstrate its flexibility and high effi-
ciency. For the future work, we will take the possible collusion
attack into consideration, and improve the current scheme to
resist such attacks.
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